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THE V-HOUSE

Against the dramatic backdrop of the ‘La Concha’ mountain you find
Cascada de Camojan. This privileged area overlooks Marbella’s Golden
Mile and offers stunning views towards the Mediterranean, Africa and
the beautiful mountain range that offers Marbella its micro climate.
It’s
here
in
this
project
has
been

stunning
designed

natural
setting
where
to
offer
exclusiveness

the
V-HOUSE
and
privacy
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A Marbella-Modern masterpiece, the V-HOUSE features
outstanding design in a concept that is second to none. Built in
complete harmony with its natural surroundings, the home offers
you the opportunity to live in complete security together with
your family and friends.

The privileged location of the V-HOUSE offers year round enjoyment
of the private gardens and terraces, creating areas for any type of
occasion.

A HIDDEN TREASURE

It’s here in this stunning natural setting where the VHOUSE project
has been designed to offer exclusiveness and privacy.
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THE V-HOUSE PROJECT
MAIN HOUSE

GUEST HOUSE

4 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

4 ENSUITE BATHROOMS

3 ENSUITE BATHROOMS

+ STAFF QUARTERS
PLOT SIZE

5.900 M2

THE VISION
The concept of the V-HOUSE was developed by an international
team of collaborators. Conceived as a family home within a
natural setting with landscaped gardens. Offering privacy and
elevated security in an established residential area. The house
has a unique design where modern and traditional materials
are combined and integrated into its surroundings. Interiors that
blend into the exterior living areas and that offer a wide variety of
usage for family and friends but very well suitable for year round
living in the main house. The V-Shape of the house is repeated in
the entrance and shape of the footprint as well as in the sections
of the façades of the house.
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UNPARALLELED DESIGN
The VHOUSE features unparalleled amenities throughout. No matter what
that reflects your mood-of-the-moment. No matter where your relax, you’ll be
surrounded by the best in materials, finishes, fixtures and design touches you’d
expect in a home this complete.
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SUMMER DINING
The summer dining area creates an intimate corner for friends and
family to enjoy outside cooking, dining and drinks. All connected to the
pool area and integrated with the landscaped gardens.
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TERRACES
The terraces offer large water surfaces and access to the infinity pool.
The porches are covered by glass with water laminates.
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GAZEBO
The gazebo offers a separate lounge area at the south side of the
property in the summer shade or evening sun one can enjoy the
peacefulness against the backdrop of the la Concha Mountain
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Natural stone and wood
give a sustainable touch
to the interiors

KITCHEN
The open kitchen is connected with the exterior living spaces and
terraces.
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LIVING AREAS
The house offers various intimate corners where one can relax and
enjoy. All zones are connected and give direct access to the exterior
terraces.
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CONNECTED
The living and social areas are directly connected to the iconic round
stairs and panoramic elevator. From the entrance it is easy to switch
from interior pool to exterior terraces or living room.
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SITE PLAN

The double entrance gate gives access to the V-house. Landscaped gardens
and extensive green zones within a secure and closed private area. Interior
and exterior areas blend seamlessly offering the perfect setting for any type of
occasion.
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ENTRANCE
FLOOR

The main house has very ample living spaces consisting of a lounge area, open
kitchen and an easy access to terraces and outside living spaces. Exterior terraces
are covered by porches with water laminates and extensive water surfaces are
combined with the landscaped gardens.

MAIN HOUSE

GUEST HOUSE
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MAIN HOUSE
ENTRANCE FLOOR
MAIN HOUSE

FEATURES
Integrated exterior areas
Exterior kitchen
Exterior dining area
Water covered porches

Service quarters

Open kitchen

Living and tv room
Lounge area

1 bedroom / 1 bath

Several exterior terraces
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GUEST HOUSE
ENTRANCE FLOOR

GUEST HOUSE
Open kitchen and living
Private terraces
Private pool area
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SECOND
FLOOR

The first floor of the main house is reserved for the main bedroom, bathroom and
walk-in closets and an additional 2 bedrooms with their private bathrooms and
terraces.
The guest house disposes of 3 bedrooms each with its ensuite bathroom.

MAIN HOUSE

GUEST HOUSE
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MAIN HOUSE
FIRST FLOOR
MAIN HOUSE

FEATURES
Central staircase
Water covered porches

Master Bedroom
Ensuite dressing room
Ample private terraces
South & North orientation

2 bedrooms
2 ensuite bathrooms
with private balconies
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GUEST HOUSE
FIRST FLOOR
GUEST HOUSE
Master Bedroom

2 bedrooms
2 ensuite bathrooms
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BASEMENT

The basement of the main house features a full spa and pool area, gym and multi
purpose room. Natural light is filtered through the windows of the English patios
and those that shed a view through the exterior pool.
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MAIN HOUSE
BASEMENT

Installation room

Interior pool

Cinema
Sauna & jacuzzi
Gym
Natural light through patios
Light through windows from
exterior pool
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GUEST HOUSE
BASEMENT

Installation room

Laundry

Storage
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FLOOR SURFACE
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QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS
FOUNDATION & WALLS
Foundation with micropiles linked by a reinforced concrete cap and reinforced
concrete contention walls.
STRUCTURE
Mixed structure based on columns and beams of reinforced concrete, with
unidirectional slab (air chamber below floor structure) and concrete waffle
slab of reinforced concrete.
SANITATION
Separate rainwater & sewage. Waste water system with PVC pipes. Connected
to existing chain.
ROOFING & INSULATION
Roofs with double coating of PVC waterproofing, high density insulation and
drainage system.
BRICKWORK
Double coated exterior walls with insulation and interior Pladur gypsum
board. Interior partitions with gypsum boards on metal profiles. Interior ceiling
with gypsum board.
MORTAR & PLASTER
Exterior smooth cement plaster finish. Exterior ceiling with gypsum board
(water resistant) on terraces.
FLOOR & WALL TILES
Main house DEKTON floor tiles 120x60cm and 60x60cm exterior floors anti
slip treatment. Bathrooms with natural stone 80x80cm. First floor main house
bedroom level natural oak wood. Guest house Porcelanic tiles PORCELANOSA
80x80cm
ELECTRICITY
High quality electrical distribution with separate protection sectors and
general main switch box. Secure, grounded connection. According to project
PROINSERMANT.
LIGHTING
Interior and exterior design lighting concept according to architectural plans
MC lighting. Lamps, down lights, wall lights & LED spot light according to
concept.

FACADES
Uperized wood in grey color combined with technical façade made with
DEKTON stone. ALUCOBOND at entrance area. Grey and dark natural stone on
exterior walls
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Network and Smart TV house distribution with optical fiber. Wi-Fi installation.
First class Security and video vigilance systems
PLUMBERY & SANITARY ELEMENTS
Cold & hot water connection with security pipes, with DAIKIN system.
Washbasins integrated into wooden furniture. Hansgrohe Axor line, Duravit
Starck sanitation equipment
OTHER INSTALLATIONS
Air conditioning system with VRV system by DAIKIN throughout the house
with linear diffusor grills. Heating with underfloor heating in living spaces.
Mechanical ventilation and air extractors. Water treatment. Domotic control
for the air conditioning and heating installation. Circular panoramic glass
elevator.
WINDOWS & EXTERIOR DOORS
Aluminum exterior carpentry, brand OTIIMA Liftable, colored ANODIZED grey
with triple glazing. With blinds hidden in false ceiling.
INTERIOR DOORS
Interior doors made of high-quality lacquered wood with concealed hinges,
according to project design BERND GRUBER.
SWIMMING POOL
Outdoor swimming “infinity pool” with dark blue vitreous coating.
GLASS
Laminated glass handrails (8+8) embedded in the floor. Tempered glass
shower enclosures.
GARDEN & EXTERIORS
Garden and exteriors according to landscape project LAURA POU
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LOCATION
VIA MARBELLA CENTRE

Coming from Marbella center towards the
Congress centre. At the ‘Piruli’, just before the
small Corte Ingles and the Starbucks coffee, take
the Avda. Don Jaime de Mora towards Sierra
Blanca. Continue this road and cross the bridge
that crosses the A-7 highway, go straight at the
roundabout. Follow this road for 1km up to until
arriving at the security gate of the Urbanization
‘Cascada the Camojan’.
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Ernesto Palanco Architects has been creating and constructing unique Tailor Made Villas for more than 20 years.
With over 300 completed projects, my studio has specialized in pure Mediterranean architecture with Arabic
influences, adding a contemporary edge to traditional materials and textures. In the last years we have been
introducing very simple shapes strongly linked with the surroundings.
Leading a multidisciplinary team, I aim to find the most efficient way to design and construct the home you have
always dreamed of.
My goal is to create unique homes that adapt perfectly to my clients needs and vision.
I am the tailor of exceptional homes

50 years of practical experience in carpentry and 20 years of interior design have taught us to create living spaces
as individual as the people who inhabit them. To that end, we strive to adjust the traditions of craftsmanship to
fit the ever-changing demands of design, allowing something unique to come to life.
Bernd Gruber has produced premium-value interior outfittings in Stuhlfelden. The professionalism and passion
evident in the workshop provide the basis for Bernd Gruber’s range of goods and services. A keen eye for
materiality, a predilection for perfection, and Bernd Gruber’s passion for details are all especially perceptible
here.
A young, well trained team of craftsmen ensure the perpetuation of these values

Atumisura is a company that delivers ‘Bespoke Project Development. They convert conceptual ideas into highly
personalized viable projects.
Their 360 º degree approach analyzes the clients requirements and implements these needs into the project.
The company has managed and developed complex high end projects and their specialty is to integrate
multidisciplinary groups and providers into the preparatory and execution phase and convert concepts and ideas
into viable developments
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OWNERSLINK

...

info@ownerslink.net
M +34 650 848 603
T +34 607 163 757

